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Browser Support by PatientKeeper Software Version
Browser Version

Browser
Release Date

Supported PK
Versions
v8.1.7.23+ (limited)

Internet Explorer 11

10/17/13

v8.1.7.58+ (limited)
v8.1.12+ (full)

Microsoft Edge

7/29/15

Comments
 Clinicals, Charge Capture are supported in
Standard Mode starting in PK v8.1.7.23
 Advanced Clinicals is supported in IE11
Enterprise Mode starting in PK v8.1.7.58.
 Advanced Clinicals, including Order Set
Builder, is supported in IE11 Standard
Mode starting in PK v8.1.12

v8.2+

Apple Safari
(excluding v7.1)

ongoing

v8.1+

 Supports physician workflow only;
excludes Admin tools.
 3rd party integrations requiring Active X
controls not supported.

Google Chrome

ongoing

v8.1+

 3rd party integrations requiring Active X
controls not supported.

Notes:
As of 8.1.7, the PK Portal is disabled from launching if the following browsers are detected: IE6, IE7, and IE8 in
IE7 compatibility mode
As of 8.1.12, the PK Portal is disabled from launching if the following browsers are detected: IE6, IE7, IE8, IE9,
IE10 and IE11 in Enterprise Mode.
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Alternatives for Sunsetted Internet Explorer Browsers
Microsoft has dropped support for Internet Explorer 8 (IE8), IE9 and IE10 browsers as of January 12, 2016. This
means that Microsoft no longer provides security updates for these browsers. The table below offers an overview
of Microsoft’s browser support lifecycle.
As such, PatientKeeper has dropped support for IE8, IE9 and IE10 across all releases as of December 31 2016.
This means that PatientKeeper will no longer investigate nor address issues reported against IE versions
prior to IE11.
Specific to v8.1.12+ and v8.2+, these releases support IE11, and v8.2 also adds support for Microsoft Edge.
PatientKeeper will maintain support for Google Chrome and Apple Safari. PatientKeeper v8.1.12 was released in
June 2016 and v8.2 was released in April 2017.
Unfortunately, there are versions of PatientKeeper that do not support IE11. Specifically, the following releases do
not fully support IE11:
 Revenue Cycle/Charge Capture: v8.1.0 – 8.1.6; v8.1.7.22 and earlier
 Advanced Clinicals/CPOE: v8.1.11 and earlier
Versions noted above have a blocking mechanism which will prevent PK from loading into an IE11 browser.
Therefore, if you are running a version of PatientKeeper that does not support IE11, PatientKeeper recommends that
you install IE11 and run it in Enterprise Mode (as opposed to Standard Mode). This is a special mode that can be
leveraged for applications requiring IE8 browsers on Windows 7 or 8.1 operating systems. Leveraging IE11 in
Enterprise Mode will also ensure access to all Microsoft’s security updates and support services. Note that, unless
otherwise specified, the default mode used by the IE Browsers is standard mode. Additional information on invoking
Enterprise Mode, obtained from Microsoft.com, is available at the end of this document.
Alternatively, if you elect to remain on IE8, you can shift your users to Chrome for PatientKeeper use when you
upgrade to v8.1.12+ or v8.2+. Note that use of the Chrome Plug-In is no longer recommended as it installs an
outdated Chrome browser that could be vulnerable to similar security concerns facing the legacy IE browsers.
Google also offers “Chrome for Work” which provides flexibility for an enterprise’s browser requirements while
maintaining a current version of the Chrome browser. More information is available here: Chrome for Work.

Enabling IE11 Enterprise Mode per Microsoft
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